
 
FX Construction  
Stateline Shootout 
Qualifying  

 
 

Thursday, November 30, 2023 
 

11:30am – 1pm Qualifying Registration – Unlimited Trucks, Class 1, 6100 
    Arena Foyer - Buffalo Bills, Primm   
 

1:30 pm  Staging for Qualifying for Unlimited Trucks, Class 1, 6100 
 

2:00 pm  Approximate start of sight lap  
 

1. Qualifying is optional and not mandatory  

2. Driver who qualifies must start the race. If driver cannot start you forfeit qualifying position. 

3. Vehicle used in qualifying must be same vehicle that starts the race. If you change vehicles, you forfeit 
qualifying position 

4. Vehicle used for sight lap must be same vehicle used for qualifying 

5. In the event we stop you on your qualifying lap for safety reasons, you will be allowed ONE more lap. 
You will forfeit your first qualifying time. 

6. Crew member must be present at start line with a radio capable of talking to the race vehicle prior to 
starting qualifying lap.   

7. Seat configuration used in qualifying must be the same seat configuration to start the race. You must 
follow class regulations regarding seating.  

8. Hitting a cone or course marking will result in a 10 second penalty  

9. There will be one escorted sight lap and one timed lap.  Must be on time for sight lap, failure to arrive 
on time will forfeit your sight lap. 

10. Walking the qualifying course is prohibited 

11. Vehicles must have all body panels. 

12. Any body panels damaged during qualifying must be repaired or replaced prior to the start of the race. 
All repairs must meet LEGACY approval. 

13. Vehicles must have correct legible numbers   

14. Vehicle must have Scoring transponder 

15. All drivers must follow safety regulations for all suits, helmets and neck restraints  

16. All drivers and co-drivers must go through registration prior to sight lap. 

17. Any ties will be decided by a coin toss. 


